Relax, it’s just a lamp
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ABOUT TONONE
How can we apply our fascination
for traditional mechanics and craft
tools into state-of-the art design?
This quest was the starting point for
the products of lighting label Tonone,
known for the use of characteristic
construction tools as a visual and
a functional basis for innovative
product design.
This vision was well illustrated by
the design of the Tonone-line up:
the Bolt-series, rapidly followed by
the sturdy lamp Mr. Tubes, the hand
blown glass series Atlas and Ella and
the smart serie Orbit. In 2019 Tonone
introduces two LED series; Beads,
a series of lamps with 360 degrees
dimmable LED range and the New
Mr. Tubes LED. - read more >

- tonone.com / press
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BOLT Chandelier

BOLT

BEADS

The Tonone Bolt Chandelier 6
arm is a contemporary chandelier
by designer Anton de Groof.
This impressive chandelier is
characterised by its six adjustable
powder-coated steel arms
and powder-coated aluminium
lampshades.

The sturdy industrial lamp
series BOLT is recognisable by
functionality in shape, clean
lines, and the iconic leading role
of the wingnut. The Bolt series
is available in 29 models and 10
colors.

Thanks to its minimalist design,
the Beads series has a modern,
bold appearance, it excels when
it comes to functionality. The
lightweight Beads is made of
black powder-coated aluminium
and is equipped with a highquality integrated LED light
source.
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MR. TUBES Chandelier

MR. TUBES Connect

MR. TUBES Double

Mr. Tubes LED combines pure
functionality with a graphic
aesthetic. The powder-coated
aluminium construction contains
5 LED tubes. The LED tube
developed by Tonone provides a
360-degree uniform light thanks
to more than a thousand LEDs per
meter.

The Mr. Tubes Connect is
characterised by its adjustable
LED tubes. Plan your own Connect
design with us.

The powder-coated aluminium
construction contains two LED
tubes, giving the Double an
industrial look. The Mr. Tubes LED
can be hung from the ceiling at
any height thanks to the black
adjustable steel cables. Available
in 2 colours: Smokey Black and
Pure White.

Mr. Tubes LED is dimmable and
available in 2 LED colours;the
warmer 2700K and the cooler
4000K.
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ORBIT

ATLAS

ELLA

Tonone often finds inspiration
for its lamps in old or existing
mechanical techniques. For the
creation of Orbit, the design team
looked at the techniques used in
the world of sailing. Just like the
rigging of a sailboat that holds
the mast in place, the Orbit lamps
stands firm, supported by three
tensioned cables.

The combination of an aluminium
or brass hinge mechanism with
a transparent hand-blown glass
shade creates a constructive
lamp with a poetic character. By
unfolding the hinge mechanism
to an upright position, the glass
shade is hold up while it rests on
the construction.

The hand-blown glass shade by
Ella sits on a robust steel base,
which emphasises the strong,
graphic, yet elegant, and light
appearance of the lamp. Both
the transparent and neutral grey
tones of the glass provide a soft
glow and blend harmoniously with
the black or white base and brass
details.
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MEET THE DESIGNER
Anton de Groof was born in 1967 in Nuenen. With a father who worked as a technical production manager and designer of fencing, his parental home was littered with cardboard mechanisms. A fertile soil for De Groof’s fascination with
traditional mechanics and old tools.
Anton started the furniture brand Masimo in 1993 with a friend. Ten years later he continues on alone. First with the
design of tables and chairs, later with interior and lighting. For example, he sets up 130 stores for a successful clothing
brand. For the chain’s head office, he designs a lamp as well as the interior.
- read more >
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